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MEDIGENIC
HYGIENIC KEYBOARDS AND MICE
WITH A HYGIENIC WARNING SYSTEM, DISINFECTS IN SECONDS
SAME TYPING EXPERIENCE AS A NORMAL KEYBOARD, WIRELESS AVAILABLE 



SAFE & CLEAN

Keyboards and mice have become vital in medical environments, operating 
rooms and at nursing stations. However, traditional input devices are usually 
unsuitable for medical use for hygiene reasons. The MEDIGENIC keyboards and 
mice are simple and safe to clean and make it easier to comply with the re-
quired hygiene standards without foregoing ease of use. 



MEDIGENIC KEYBOARDS & MICE

The MEDIGENIC keyboards and mice facilitate compliance with specified 

hygiene standards without foregoing ease of use. The specially develo-

ped design provides an excellent typing experience with tangible button 

movement. User operating speeds remain at a high level and there is 

no need to fear comparison with traditional keyboards. MEDIGENIC key-

boards and mice are a reliable choice in all environments where hygiene 

and health are top priorities. 

Hygienically clean in seconds
The flat, ergonomic keyboard design enables fast cleaning with all hospital-ap-
proved disinfectants. The moisture-resistant surface based on silicone is totally 
impermeable to liquids, latex-free and extremely durable.

Optimal typing feeling
The Medigenic keyboards provide solid tactile sensory 

feedback when operated. This enables fast and 
reliable data input. The 3D surface of the key 

panel simulates the haptics of a key-
board with standard buttons 

and thereby makes it ea-
sier to position the 

fingers.



MEDIGENIC KEYBOARDS & MICE

INPUT  OPTIONS

Medigenic Essential
Medigenic Essential is an easy-to-clean, cost-effective keyboard ideal for use in 
medical environments. The special product design makes it easy to clean and 
disinfect. The hypoallergenic button panel is latex-free and does not contain 
other irritating materials.

Medigenic Compliance
Medigenic Compliance offers all of the same benefits as the Essential keyboard 
and also features a three-level backlight. An integrated cleaning alarm reminds 
operating staff when cleaning is required at pre-defined intervals. As a result, 
the keyboard automatically detects when cleaning is completed. 



MEDIGENIC KEYBOARDS & MICE

INPUT  OPTIONS

Medigenic Wireless
The wireless Medigenic keyboard has the same great features as the Essential 
model. What’s more, this keyboard also functions when located up to ten met-
res away from the PC. This makes it far more flexible and versatile than the wi-
red versions.

Medigenic Compact
Similar to the Compliance keyboard, the Compact keyboard also features a 
cleaning alarm and a backlight, but has much smaller space requirements. As a 
result, it is predestined for restricted input situations, such as on mobile rounds 
trolleys.



MEDIGENIC Scroll Mouse
The MEDIGENIC Scroll Mouse is impervious to anti-bacterial sprays and liquid 
cleaning products due to the fact that it is manufactured using a flexible sili-
cone material. The smooth, latex-free surface is hypoallergenic and does not 
feature any corners, edges or niches where bacteria can hide. The ergonomic 
mouse features three touch buttons (left, right, centre) and a scroll function.



CLINIO 4 | DISPLAY

Patented cleaning alarm
The Compliance and Compact keyboards from Medigenic feature a cleaning 
alarm that users can individually set. After a defined interval, the keyboard be-
gins to flash, making users aware that cleaning is required. The display disap-
pears automatically when cleaning is completed.

Illuminated touch buttons
The Compliance keyboard is easy and convenient to operate, even in poorly il-
luminated environments such as those used for ultrasound examinations. This 
is thanks to integrated button illumination that is adjustable at three levels. 

MEDIGENIC KEYBOARDS & MICE

SUMMARY
 ´ Flat, easy-to-clean design – no unhygienic edges and corners

 ´ IP65 protection against anti-bacterial cleaning fluids and sprays

 ´ The keyboard can be disabled during cleaning with the push of a button

 ´ Automatic reminder for required cleaning (time-based, adjustable)*

 ´ Three-level button illumination

 ´ Medium button movement for an optimal typing experience

 ´ Wear-resistant, removable surface made using a smooth, silicone-based material

 ´ Multiple keyboard layouts for different languages

Disinfection without interruption
The keyboard can be temporarily disabled with the push of a button in order to 
disinfect the device. This prevents incorrect entries. It is not necessary to re-
lease the USB connection or shut down the PC. The keyboard is disinfected di-
rectly on the spot.

* MEDIGENIC Compliance only

PERFECT HYGIENE
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BROCHURES FROM REIN MEDICAL 

Rein Medical provides you with comprehensive information. Regardless of whether it’s about individual products or 
complex integration projects, our brochures showcase key features, benefits and application examples at a glance.

We would be happy to send you our brochures free of charge on request. Simply write an e-mail telling us which 
brochure(s) you would like and send it to: info@reinmedical.com. You can also download all of our brochures as PDF 
files at: www.reinmedical.com
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